Snow Place Like Home

TABLE RUNNER

14½” × 42”

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

• 8” × 14” white/silver swirl for pinwheels
• 11” × 21” red/black check for pinwheels and outer sashing
• 6” × 14” black birdhouses for patchwork row
• 27” × 21” snowman stripe for border stripe
• 4” × 21” green mottled for inner sashing
• 8” × WOF gray wood snowflake for runner ends
• 24” × 21” red swirl for binding
• 48” × 21” white tossed snowman for backing

RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS

• Star Singles 2” Half Square Triangle Paper
• Creative Grids 6½” × 24½” Ruler #CGR24
• Creative Grids Curved Corner Cutter Ruler #CGRCCC
• Schmetz Topstitch Needles, size 80/12
• Clover Patchwork Pins (Extra Fine)

All available at ShabbyFabrics.com

CUT FABRICS

From white/silver swirl, cut:
• (8) 2¾” × 2¾” squares for pinwheels
  OR, if using Star Singles, (2) 6” × 6” squares

From red/black check, cut:
• (8) 2¾” × 2¾” squares for pinwheels
  OR, if using Star Singles, (2) 6” × 6” squares
• (2) 1½” × 14½” rectangles for outer sashing

From black birdhouses, cut:
• (3) 4” × 4” squares for patchwork row

From snowman stripe, fussy cut:
• (2) 5¾” × 25” strips for border stripe
  (see diagram at right for specific instructions)

From green mottled, cut:
• (2) 1½” × 14½” rectangles for inner sashing

From gray wood snowflake, cut:
• (2) 7” × 14½” rectangles for runner ends

From red swirl, cut:
• Enough 2½” strips on the bias so that when pieced, binding measures at least 120” long.

Follow along with the HOW TO MAKE A TABLE RUNNER USING BORDER STRIPE video featured on our YouTube channel:

YouTube.com/ShabbyFabrics
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MAKE PINWHEELS

If using Star Singles 2" Half Square Triangle Papers: use (2) papers, (2) white/silver swirl 6" squares, and (2) red/black check 6" squares; follow instructions included with papers to make a total of (16) Half Square Triangles (HST), and proceed to Step 7.

**STEP 1:** On the back of (1) white/silver swirl square, draw a line diagonally from corner to corner.

**STEP 2:** Layer this white/silver swirl square and one red/black check square, RST, making sure to line up the edges.

**STEP 3:** Sew ¼” on both sides of the drawn line.

**STEP 4:** Cut on the drawn line. Press toward red/black check.

**STEP 5:** You will now have two Half Square Triangles (HST).

**STEP 6:** Repeat Steps 1-5 to make two more HST. You will now have four HST.

**STEP 7:** Lay them out and sew them together as shown, pressing seams open.

**IMPORTANT:** Square each pinwheel block to 4” × 4” by measuring 2” from the center seam on all four sides.

Repeat these steps to make a total of (4) pinwheel blocks.

ASSEMBLE TABLE RUNNER

Arrange pinwheel blocks and black birdhouse squares in a row as shown. Sew together, two at a time, then all together. Press toward black birdhouse squares. Pinwheel row should measure 4” × 25”.

Sew a border stripe to top and bottom of pinwheel row. Press toward snowman stripe. Table runner should measure 14½” × 25”.

Sew inner sashing, outer sashing, and runner end together. Press toward runner end. Repeat to make a second sashing/end unit. Sew one sashing/end unit to each end of table runner. Press toward runner end.
Finish Table Runner
Layer table runner, batting, and backing. Quilt as desired.

**OPTIONAL:** You may wish to round the corners of the table runner ends by choosing your preferred look as pictured below. Follow the instructions included with the Creative Grids Curved Corner Ruler to cut a 1½” radius corner, 2” radius corner, or 3” radius corner. For a much more drastic curve, follow instructions on Table Runner Curve Diagram.

1½” RADIUS
using the Creative Grids Curved Corner Ruler

2” RADIUS
using the Creative Grids Curved Corner Ruler

3” RADIUS
using the Creative Grids Curved Corner Ruler

TRACED FROM TABLE RUNNER CURVE DIAGRAM
included with this pattern

Sew the binding strips into one long strip. Fold binding in half lengthwise with wrong sides together and press. Sew the binding to the front side of the table runner starting at any side. Turn the binding over the edge and machine stitch or hand sew to the back of the table runner.

Shop online 24/7 for BOMs, kits, patterns, and fabrics at ShabbyFabrics.com!
1. Cut out diagram along the solid line.
2. Place diagram on table runner end, aligning straight edge with seam.
3. Trace around curve with a temporary marking pen, such as a FriXion pen.
4. Carefully cut along the traced line.
5. Repeat on other end of table runner.
Use bullseye marks to align pages vertically and horizontally, then tape pages together.

Table Runner
Curve Diagram
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